Digital Futures Young Scientist Conference

Call for Abstract – Digital Futures Young Scientist Conference!

Explore the Future of Digital Transformation – Abstract Submission is open!

All Digital Futures PhD students and postdocs are welcome and encouraged to submit an abstract of approximately 300 words to the Digital Futures Young Scientist Conference to be held on 5 January, 2024.

Explore the Future of Digital Transformation

Abstracts will be reviewed by the Digital Futures senior management team and the winning abstracts will be presented by the corresponding authors at the conference.

Keynote speaker: Distinguished Lecture: Venu Veeravalli, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Digital Futures Young Scientist Conference website...

NEWS

Digital Futures Strategic Research Matrix
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Digital Futures is a cross-disciplinary research center that explores and develops digitalization.

The research is organized under the following Strategic Research Matrix:

1. Digital Technologies
2. Digital Societies
3. Digital Health
4. Digital Education
5. Digital Security
6. Digital Innovation

Digital Futures seminars & workshops

Digital Futures Career Development Session

Panel of Digital Futures senior faculty members, aimed to provide the participants with a view on their current research and initiatives looking like in Digital Futures.

Where: Coor Conference – Garnisonen in Stockholm
When: 1 Dec 2023

High and Dive Deep lunch seminars...

High and Dive Deep lunch seminars are organized for all interested participants.

How can researchers help protect children from sexual abuse? What do the used to combat child sexual abuse? And what do the researchers got? Can researchers help to protect children?

Where: KTH, Stockholm University and RISE
When: 1 December 2023

Monitoring Pandemics

Quickest Change Detection for Pandemics

The goal is to explore how quick change detection can be used in detecting the pandemic using test positivity rate data.

Where: Virtual
When: 1 December 2023

ANNOUNCEMENT OF A POSTDOCTORAL POSITION IN DYNAMIC BANDWIDTH MANAGEMENT

Applications are now being accepted for a postdoctoral position in Dynamic Bandwidth Management at ILAB, KTH. The position is available from 1 January 2024 onwards.

How can research on AI be used to help communities and the environment?

Where: KTH, Stockholm University and RISE
When: 1 December 2023

Digital Futures Career Development Session

Open call: 2024 SEC programme

The SEC programme is targeted at providing early career scholars at non-Swedish universities with financial support to preparing/initiating new interactions and projects. Applications are possible every three months, maximum 5 months) during May 2023.

Where: Virtual
When: 1 December 2023

Announcing calls for ISPP

Co-sponsored by Digital Futures.

Open call: ISPP Mobility Grants

ISPP (Industrial and Societal Partnership Grants) Mobility Grants are targeted at representatives of ISPP members.

Submission deadline:
- IIPs can be at most 3 years in duration.

Grants for ISPP Mobility

Open call: ISPP Mobility Grants

Applications are possible every three months.

To unsubscribe from future newsletters, click here

Sign up for event invitations here

Subscribe to Digital Futures Youtube channel